CHILTON
LOGGING INC.

Dear Texas Refinery Corp:
We had tried many greases and weren’t happy. Local distributors had thrown everything they
had at us (including Certified Labs). We were fed up with seeing more grease squeezed and
melted out on the ground than was in the machinery.
Then, the TRC rep walked in with Paragon 3000. We were willing to try anything at that point.
So, we ordered one case and tried it on log loader grapples first, to monitor. Finally found a
grease that stays put! And has a high enough temperature rating to handle our buncher and
processor heads. One grease for everything, even the automatic slack adjusters on the trucks.
We brought a CAT 568 log loader in to the shop that had only had Paragon since new. It had
a cracked boom. We figured since it had 7400 hours on the meter, we’d go ahead and replace
the boom pins at the same time. Since the boom itself was under warranty, the local CAT
dealer was on hand to help. Much to his surprise, when he mic’ed the pins, they showed so
little wear they were within tolerance to be reused. Saving us $4,000 on the four pins! That’s
when we knew we were sold. Bottom line - zero grease related failures, zero fittings stop
taking grease, and zero stuck pins in almost 5 years with TRC.
We also use Super-Eez around the shop and in the woods for everything, including keeping
our wrenches and tools from rusting.
TRC’s Power Cleanse is our #1 choice for hand cleaner. It’s the only hand cleaner we have
found that is strong enough to take off Takilube II, but not cause our hands to dry out, split,
and crack.
										

Sincerely,

										

Chilton Logging
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